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Central Middle School Newsletter 

 

Muscatine Community School District  

Mission: Ensuring excellence in Education for Every Student. 

Critical District Assigned Tasks—Supported by the MCSD School Board: 

            1.   Increase the literacy levels of all middle school students, as they enter MHS 

            2.   To add rigor back into our system (50% Increase in College Readiness by 2016 

            3.   To reduce the number of Freshman F’s by 50% by 2016. 

            4.   To have a greater % of student’s algebra ready by the time they enter MHS. 

 

CMS Mission Statement:  Believe, Achieve & Grow 

 CMS believes in a culture of student success 

 CMS students will achieve at high academic levels 

 CMS will help students grow personally, emotionally, and socially. 

 



  

 6TH GRADE NEWS 

 

Box Tops 

Central Middle School is collecting box tops again this school year.  Each homeroom has a box top container, where box tops can be depos-

ited.  Please encourage your friends, relatives, neighbors, and co-workers to save box tops, too.   Each box top is worth ten cents, and that 

small change adds up quickly.  The box top proceeds from this year will be used to fund reading incentives.  Stay tuned for fun challenges 

that will encourage participation. 
 

CMS Book Challenge for ELA Classes 

All Central Middle School students have been issued a challenge this year to read.  The 

sixth grade’s challenge is to read 24 books, the seventh grade’s challenge is to read 28 

books, and the eighth grade’s challenge is to read 32 books.  As a student records books 

read, they will reach designated levels where a variety of incentives will be earned.  Any 

student who reaches their grade level book challenge this year will be treated to a special 

outing at the end of the year.  Please continue to encourage your child to read daily outside of class and frequently check his/her progress. 

Sixth Grade News 

The sixth grade students and staff are off to a great start.  We have enjoyed getting to know the sixth graders and helping them get 

acclimated to middle school.  As a group of teachers, we welcome your involvement and partnership in educating your child this school year. 

 

Sixth Grade Snack Shop 

At the beginning of fourth period class, sixth grade students are allowed to bring or purchase a small nutritious snack.   Research indicates 

that nutritious snacks fuel the brain and allow one to recall stored information more readily.   If the snack is brought from home, it must 

be conducive to eating quickly, quietly, and neatly.   Large quantities or complex snacks will not be allowed.  The snack also needs to meet 

the nutritional guidelines for public schools.  Some examples of acceptable snacks would be fruits, vegetables, granola bars, etc.  If your 

child would like to purchase a snack from their fourth period class, they will need to bring fifty cents for most items.  The profits raised 

from the snack shop will be used to benefit sixth grade activities such as reading incentives, field trips, and other student-driven needs. 

Agendas 

Each sixth grade student is encouraged to fill out his/her agenda each period and to use it as a tool for completing work, using time wisely, 

and being responsible. Students are encouraged to write in assignments and to check their agenda daily for any work they need to com-

plete. We would also like the agenda to be used as a form of communication between home and school.  We encourage you to check your 

child’s agenda each day so that you can help your child complete any necessary homework. The agenda can be used for back and forth ex-

change providing opportunities to communicate about incomplete work, concerns, suggestions, and/or questions. 
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Muskie Money 

The sixth grade teachers have been busy handing out Muskie Mon-

ey to recognize and reinforce positive behaviors demonstrated by 

the sixth graders.  Students save their Muskie Money and then on 

the first day of each month during homeroom, students are allowed 

to use their money to purchase a variety of incentives.  Below is 

the list of items that can be redeemed with Muskie Money: 

Muskie Money Incentives for 6th Grade 

2 Muskie Money 

 Pencil 

5 Muskie Money 

 Homeroom Fun Chair 

8 Muskie Money 

 Homeroom Academic Games Computer Time 

10 Muskie Money 

 Homeroom Outside/Gym Time 

15 Muskie Money 

 Master Charger Card 

20 Muskie Money 

 Pop during Homeroom 

30 Muskie Money 

 Popcorn during Homeroom 

40 Muskie Money 

 Lunch with a Teacher 

50 Muskie Money 

 Principal during Homeroom 

6th Grade ELA 

Ms. Coffman’s, Mrs. Sturms’s, Mrs. Larson-Walgren’s, Ms. Knepper’s, and Mrs. Woerly’s classes have been busy this year working on 

the Iowa Core standards for language arts.  Students are graded on the development of skills and knowledge, what they know and 

can do, relative to the established standards.  Students are provided multiple opportunities to meet the standards and demonstrate 

proficiency.   A proficiency scale is used to reflect learning.  Additional information on standards can be found at Iowacore.gov un-

der the parents and community tab. 

 

Students are currently finishing a unit entitled The Makings of a Good Story.  Students have been exploring what is needed for a 

good story.  They have also been reading short stories where characters grow as a person through an identified experience.  We 

have been working on the following literature skills in this unit: 

 using the text to make inferences 

 citing evidence to support answers 

 determining the theme 

 providing a summary 

 reviewing plot elements 

 identifying essential episodes 

 describing character changes 

Students are in the process of writing their own personal narrative about an expereince in their life using the elements that make 

up a good story.  Students are also required to make a connection to one of the 7 Habit Principles in this writing.  Students are ex-

cited to complete this writing because it will be shared with the elementary schools in town.  We have been working on the following 

writing skills in this unit: 

 producing clear and coherent writing 

 using sensory details and figurative language 

 using transition words and phrases 

 developing an introduction that is engaging 

 sequencing events logically 

 providing a conclusion 

 editing for conventions 

 

 



7th Grade News: 

From the World of Social Studies - 7th grade  

The Central and West Middle Schools social studies team has been working in earnest to align the social studies curriculum and to create 

common assessments as part of the district-wide effort to meet the Iowa and Common Core mandates, and the Rigorous Curriculum De-

sign model. As such, our students have just completed their first Unit - Investigating the Past: Social Science Skills. The Unit  included 

four Performance Tasks which required that students plot locations and information on a world map and timeline regarding the history and 

origin of an artifact they chose based on a personal interest. 

The purpose of Unit 1 was to introduce students to the study of past events and their significance to us today and for the future. Stu-

dents learned basic definitions of the historical inquiry process, thinking skills and tools of the social scientist including:    

                       Geographical Thinking Skills and Tools: 

 Geography review from 6th grade 

Archaeological Thinking Skills and Tools 

 Artifact Analysis 

Historical Thinking Skills and Tools 

 Definition and purpose of history 

 Historical inquiry 

 Chronology - 

 Definition and characteristics of a civilization 

 Timeline of major world civilizations 

 

Unit 2 is a study of Pre-Columbian Groups & Civilizations. The definition and purpose of the Unit is the following. Pre-Columbian groups 

established civilizations in the Americas by using technology to modify their physical geography. The study of First American groups and 

civilizations is necessary for understanding the European origins of the United States and the effect on the lives of Native Americans 

and Europeans. This study includes:   

 

The body of knowledge and chronology of these civilizations: 
 the causality of change within a civilization 

 the patterns of internal and external factors affecting change in civilizations over time that can inform future decisions. 
 a comparison of these civilizations 

 

Our Performance Tasks include: 

 an analysis and presentation of North American Indian artifacts 

 a written narrative of Mayan jobs and their relationship to the Mayan social hierarchy 

 the creation of an infographic or poster regarding an Aztec religious building that was located in the Sacred Precinct of  Ten-

ochtitlan. 

 a video narrative about the use and purpose of the Inca transportation and communication system of roads, bridges, tambos and 

quipus 

 a final portfolio of all of the above 

 
Healthy Living:  Healthy Living is finishing up a unit on Life Skills.  Many of the lessons in this unit were led by Jaimie Cruse and Melinda 

Larson of Trinity New Horizons.  Included in this unit were lessons on drug, alcohol, and tobacco prevention, dealing with anger and anxie-

ty, social skills and communication.  When this unit is completed we will be doing a final project and moving into a unit on the importance of 

sleep. 

 

English Language Arts: 

As quarter one comes to an end, we have completed Unit One. In Unit One, students focused on identifying and using figurative 

language in their daily writing. Students wrote their own narrative poems, and were assessed on analyzing figurative language within dif-

ferent fictional texts. Students just finished up writing their own personal narrative which was a lot of fun! They had to choose a topic 

and complete the writing process using dialogue, figurative language and sensory details. 

    We will be starting Unit Two shortly after conference week! Students are anxiously awaiting to dig into some informational texts about 

different cultures. The student will analyze the informational reading for the author’s point of view/purpose.  The students will also ana-

lyze how the author develops his/her central ideas throughout the article.  The students will be working on a series of tasks that will re-

sult in a cultural fair! Also, please have your students work towards the 1,000 page reading goal each quarter. 
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7th Grade News: 

Science- Science is looking forward to the return of Mrs. Beale. Congratulations to her new family member,  a baby boy. 

The science team is finishing the unit “Diversity of LIfe” and will be starting the “Human Body”. This unit will last unit 

mid to late Feb. 

 

Mathematics -- We have been working diligently on our Engage NY curriculum focusing on Ratios and Proportions.  Our 

focus has been centered on real-world situations that will continue to reinforce our use of math in our world. 

 

Football -- Our 7th grade football teams were combined with West Middle School this year.  Overall, we had 75 athletes 

who participated and were divided among three teams.  The three teams combined for an amazing 12-3 record.  We 

coaches were extremely proud of the efforts of all the students this fall. 

 

Magic of Electrons - This is our first semester for our new PLTW (Project Lead the Way) class, Magic of Electrons. 

 We have been using multimeters to find current and voltage, which is a new skill for most middle school students.  We 

are also learning about many electrical components like diodes, LED’s, resistors, motors, among others, through schemat-

ic drawing and snap circuit assemblies. 

 

Computers - Students have started their research projects.  The 6th grade topic is a national Memorial (Mount Rush-

more, Statue of Liberty etc) completed using PowerPoint.  The 7th grade topic is a National Park ( Yellowstone NP, Yo-

semite NP etc.)  completed using PowerPoint.  The 8th grade topic is on Technology/Inventions/Future impact and com-

pleted using Prezi. 

CMS Physical Education 

Grading & Make-Up Policy 

10-point scale (daily grading for PE 

            Warm-Ups - 3 points 

            Activity/Participation - 3 points 

            Behavior (Attitude/Effort/Respect/Sportsmanship/School Appropriate Behavior) - 4 points 

***The daily points can not be made up in a PE Make-Up class because this is the daily grade a student earns during 

their PE Class. 

No-Dress is worth Zero Points (Not dresses out for PE 

             *1st No-Dress of each quarter is free (no lose of points for not dressing out) 

             **2nd No-Dress of each quarter can be made-up (1-10 Points will be given back 

according to the grading scale above and their participation/effort/behavior during the PE Make-Up Class) 

            ***After 2nd No-Dress of each quarter, the 10 points are lost and CANNOT be made-up. 

Excused & Unexcused Absences are worth Zero Points  

*Excused Absences (illness, doctor appointment, etc.) can be made-up. (1-10 points will be given back according 
to the grading scale above and their participation/effort/behavior during the PE Make-Up Class) OR the stu-
dent can do a homework assignment covering a Physical Fitness related topic or skill assigned by their PE 
Teacher that will be handed in to them. 

            
*Excused school activities such as Band, Chorus, Orchestra, SLG, GT, Field Trips, Mock Trial, etc. and an Ex-
tended Medical Excuse from a Doctor will not count against a students grade and will not need to be made-
up.(Students will not receive any points for this day which will not affect their grade)   

*Unexcused Absences CANNOT be made-up. 

*If a student is removed from P.E. for behavior reasons, they will receive a zero for the day and will not be allowed to 
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8th Grade  News  

 

Math 

 

The math curriculum has undergone a great deal of change this year, and we are here to help  

parents and students through the transition. Following are places to go for online help for the math curriculum. 

 

More Math Resources  www.engageny.com 

https://www.educateiowa.gov/pk-12/standards-curriculum/iowa-core/mathematics  www.commoncoreworks.org 

www.cgcs.org https://www.khanacademy.org/ www.mobymax.com 

 

ELA 

 

The 8th grade ELA classes have been busy this quarter! They have written personal narratives/ 

memoirs as one of their major writing pieces. They have also been learning about theme and  

central idea by reading fiction and non-fiction texts. We have implemented the Daily 3 in ELA  

classes, which is Work on Reading, Work on Writing, and Word Work. Our goal is to have  

students reading and writing every day.  

Looking ahead at second quarter, we are excited to be working with informational texts and  

beginning some preliminary research regarding people from around the world. 

 

Science 

 

In science, students have been introduced to chemistry. They experienced chemical reactions  

and learned to balance chemical equations. Students learned that elements are the fundamental  

substances from which all matter is made. They studied the periodic table and learned several  

uses for each element. Lastly, students are learning the nature of matter—its properties,  

composition, and structure—and the energy dynamics that accompany matter transformations.  

 

Physical Education Cont’ 

 

* Wednesdays during 8th period we will hold "PE Make-Ups” for students that have Excused Absences and/or 

No-Dresses (no more than 2 No-Dresses per Quarter) and want to earn 1-10 points back. Student reports to 

Homeroom and SSR Time will be done first. The student will need to show their pass to their homeroom 

teacher at 2:50pm, get to the locker room, get dressed, and be in the gym ready to go at 3:00pm for the 

PE Make-Up Class. (if they are tardy  the student will be sent back to homeroom and not be able to do the 

PE Make-Up Class)  

 

* Students must arrange a PE Make-Up Class ahead of time with their PE Teacher and get a pass from them to show 

their Homeroom Teacher. Students who do not arrange this ahead of time and do not have a pass will not be allowed 

to leave homeroom for the PE Make-Up Class.  

 

*** Failing grades, missing homework/assignments, and the extra Math/ELA classes will override the PE 

Make-Up Class and be at the discretion of the Teacher involved with this as to whether the student will be 

able to attend the PE Make-Up Class even after arranging it with their PE Teacher. 

 

*Make-ups will consist of a Work-Out consisting of Warm-Ups in Exercises, Jogging , and Stretching then 

the rest of the time will be up to the teachers discretion. 
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More 8th Grade News: 

 

UNI Field Trip On October 28th 

 

During our time at UNI, students were able to take a campus tour, ask questions  

at a student panel, and eat at one of UNI’s dining halls. We are so thankful for this wonderful  

experience UNI was willing to provide our students here at CMS. We hope it will begin to help  

students envision what lies beyond high school and get excited about their academic futures. 

Orchestra 

 

Congratulations to Sadie Fillmore and McKenzie Lofgren for being accepted into  

the Iowa Junior Honors Orchestra. They will travel to Iowa State in November to  

practice and perform with some of the best middle school musicians from around  

the state! 

 

Our next Orchestra Booster meeting will on Tuesday, November 11 at 7pm in the  

MHS orchestra room. 

 

Our next Orchestra Concert will be on Tuesday, December 16 at 6pm in the CMS  

Auditorium. 

 

Rock Orchestra has been working hard before school. Below is our next set of  

rehearsal dates. Please be aware that these may change as we approach the time of  

the year when there might be delays or snow days. For latest updates, please sign  

up for text reminders by texting @cmsrock14 to the number 309-731-4153. Rock  

Orchestra will also go on a Holiday Tour of are nursing homes. Please be watching  

for more info to come.  

 

Friday, October 31 

Thursday, November 6 

Friday, November 14 

Thursday, December 4 

Friday, December 12 



 

Central Middle School 

901 Cedar Street 

Muscatine, IA 52761 

Phone: 563-263-7784 

Central Middle School 
The representatives for the 2014-2015 Student Leadership 

Group (SLG) have been  

chosen.  

For 6th : Anna Sparks, alternates: Aricka Ramser, Olivia Har-

mon.  

For 7th: Thomas, McKenzie Lofgren, Seth Hoffmann, James 

Solt, Brady McDaniel, Carder Ames, Sadie Fillmore, Chloe Finn, 

Ryan Hoeper, Tamara Garrido,Callee Taylor. 

The 8th: Vada Fridley, Kayla Scholz, Julia Moravec, Haley  

Jarrett, Mateo Rangel, Tess Rauenbuehler, Carissa Johnson, 

Callie Kellett, Macey  

Rogers, Alys Burns, Elizabeth Richardson, Kaylei Fear, Bria 

Holthe and Erin Bramble.  

 

The advisors for the SLG group are: Cara Shepherd, Lisa Fick, 

Lindsay Moeller, Lisa  

Paul, Teresa Randleman, Ashley Wiebe, and Denise Ness. 

The SLG group had officer elections at their last meeting. The 

new president is Bria  

Holthe, Vice President - Julia Moravec , Secretary - Vada 

Fridley, 7th grade rep. -  

McKenzie Lofgren, and 6th grade rep. - Sofia Calderon. 

 

Some of the things the SLG is considering doing for the 2014-

2015 school year are: 

 

 Dress Up Days 

 Penny Wars  

 Food Drive  

 Week of Kindness 

 Day of Caring 

WE ARE ON THE WEB 

http;//www.muscatine.k12.ia.us/sites/cms.ht;http;//www.

muscatine.k12.ia.us/sites/cms.htm 
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